
Update on the proposed development of the EACC Site 

You will be aware that for some time the EACC committee has been considering the possibility of a 
clubhouse on our moorings.  The club was offered the lease of the adjoining plot and new building, 
but the extra land had no advantage to the club, equally there were no additional moorings and 
eventually the rental cost of this proved to be prohibitive.  This led us to thinking about the 
condition of the existing storage facilities on the EACC site.  The small shed is no longer fit for 
purpose and the green box, although still in reasonable condition has limited space and a somewhat 
cumbersome lid.   A sub-committee was formed to consider the problem. 

The original idea for the shed was a garden shed, bought from a standard shed manufacturer and 
measuring about 12’ x 8’ to sit on the same site as the existing storage.  The budget for this was 
about £1000 for the shed and the same or a bit more for the necessary drawings and the planning 
permission.  

As planning approval was needed, the committee agreed to submit a planning application to the 
Broads Authority for a shed to replace both the tin shed and the green box.  After much consultation 
with the landowner, their agent and the Broads Authority, we decided to include on this planning 
application a plan for a new clubhouse.   The committee is aware that the club does not have the 
financial resources, nor the agreement from club members, to erect a clubhouse but felt the 
opportunity was too good to let pass.  The sub-committee will investigate costs including securing 
grants for the construction of the entire development.  

This application was drawn up professionally and we are pleased to tell EACC members that we have 
been granted planning permission for both the storage shed and a potential clubhouse.  There are 
conditions attached to the permission, but they are all solvable.   

The Committee agreed that the replacement of the storage shed really cannot wait and has decided 
that this must be done whatever happens with the potential clubhouse. We are therefore pursuing 
quotes from shed manufacturers and investigating grants. 

The clubhouse will be costed carefully and together with the cost of the storage shed, the sub-
committee will seek grants.  If available this could cover the cost of the whole development of the 
site.   If a grant is not available then the clubhouse will not be built, but we will still proceed with the 
storage shed from existing club funds. 

The Committee fully realises this will be an ongoing commitment for the club in future years. So, rest 
assured that before we progress with the clubhouse we will have a discussion with the membership 
of EACC, either at the next AGM or at an EGM. 

Tom Moore is the lead in this project, please speak to him or any member of the committee if you 
have any further questions. 
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